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ABSTRACT | The digital medium allows visitors, curators and art historians to gain new insights into their collections through data analysis and rich, interactive visualizations. Motivated by the rise of large-scale cultural heritage collections that have emerged on the Web, we argue that Formal Concept Analysis can be used to highlight the relationships between objects and their features within digital art collections and provide a means for visitors to explore these collections via interactive, narrated pathways. Our work presents four research projects that span 10 years from 2005 - 2015 – ImageSleuth, The Virtual Museum of the Pacific, A Place for Art and a scalability study of Formal Concept Analysis as applied to a data-set from the Brooklyn Museum. Our approach is based on the idea that much of the meaning that can be interpreted from museum collections lies – at least in part – in the way that objects are related to one another. Our work examines how Formal Concept Analysis can drive explorative, narrative-based visitor experiences and reveal new insights into cultural heritage collections.
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Introduction

Collections are considered to be the heart of the museum. Within collections, artefacts can be interpreted in terms of their intrinsic qualities, properties and context – especially in comparison with other objects (Pearce 1994; Cairns 2013; Skov and Ingwersen 2008; Styliani et al. 2009). Over the last decades, museums have undertaken a massive effort in digitizing their collections and making them available on the Web (Cameron 2001) – for example, the Rijksmuseum provides access to over 640,000 high resolution photographs of their collection1, and initiatives such as Artsy2 and the Flickr Commons3 unite and display massive aggregations of cultural heritage content from multiple institutions. These online collections provide visitors the means to explore, interpret and appropriate cultural heritage objects (Gorgels 2013; Boyd et al. 2006; Colquhoun 2013; Engberg 2017) and are arguably – much like physical museums and galleries – seen as places where visitors can interact, explore and experience cultural heritage (Cameron and Kenderdine 2007).

Over the past 10 years, there has been a growing interest in the use of interactive digital visualizations to support the exploration of these collections (Windhager et al. 2018; Lev Manovich 2011; L. Manovich 2012; Smite, Manovich, and Raitis 2015). As early as the 1990s, emerging perspectives examined how the digital medium can be used to provide new ways of presenting and contextualizing cultural heritage objects (Schweibenz 1998; Hoptman 1992). More recent work has looked at how it can support the needs of expert and casual users in browsing and exploring these collections (Skov 2009; Goodale et al. 2012; Hall et al. 2012). The rise of cultural heritage data on the Web can be used to reveal new views and insights into collections through the use of interactive data visualizations (Windhager et al. 2018; Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson 2011; Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson 2012). Rather than being seen as mere repositories of information, the visual affordances of the digital medium – and in particular Web-based interfaces – can be also be used to highlight the scale, complexity and richness of cultural heritage collections (Whitelaw and Hinton 2010; Ennis-Butler, Hinton, and Whitelaw 2011; Whitelaw 2015). Emerging perspectives also incorporate the importance of play (Huizinga 1971; Gaver 2002) and serendipity (Ramsay 2010; Thudt, Hinrichs, and Carpendale 2012; McCoy-Peet and
Toms 2013] as a means of interacting with cultural heritage content with the view that such interfaces should afford casual, curious and creative information seeking behavior [Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson 2011].

In our research, we explore one particular aspect of information seeking within digitized museum collections – the notion of the curated pathway [Goodale et al. 2012]. Taking on the view that the digital medium offers the ability to explore rich “landscapes” of content [Murray 2012; Rudolph Wille 1999; Goldfarb et al. 2011; Wray, Eklund, and Kautz 2013; Clough, Stevenson, and Ford 2009] and the motivation for a story-telling based approach of presenting cultural heritage [Segel and Heer 2010], we argue that the digital medium offers the opportunity to showcase collections in the form of linked narratives – linkages that traverse within and across collections that are driven by the visitor’s own exploration and curiosity. Based on over 10 years of research, our work consists of the application of a data science technique called Formal Concept Analysis to create these pathways, and a series of design experiments and associated findings that demonstrate exploratory pathway-based navigation of digital cultural heritage collections.

The paper is structured as follows: first, we present the motivation of our work that describes the state-of-the-art in interactive data visualization for cultural heritage collections that supports the motivation our chosen data science technique – Formal Concept Analysis. Next, an overview of the technique is provided, along with a series of designs that demonstrate its application to cultural heritage collections through Web-based and gesture-driven visualization systems, and an assessment of how our approach could scale to larger cultural heritage collections. Brief results of user evaluations of each design are presented, along with design insights on how the approach of Formal Concept Analysis can be used to provide serendipitous pathway-based interactions within digital cultural heritage collections.

Narrative-based Navigation within Cultural Heritage Collections

There is a growing body of work that looks at the way the digital medium can be used to support the exploration and discovery of cultural heritage collections [Thudt, Hinrichs, and Carpendale 2012; E. Ruffaldi et al. 2008; Whitelaw 2015; Clough, Stevenson, and Ford 2009; Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson 2011]. In a survey that examined over 70 visualization systems of cultural heritage content [Windhager et al. 2018], most supported either one or more of the following interactions: the ability to provide a high-level orientation or overview of the collection; the ability to explore objects across a specific dimension and the ability to navigate across the collection while providing the means to ‘zoom in’ and view a single object or category. However, relatively few systems – only around 20% – support the means of navigating a collection in the form of curated pathways, which is an approach that allows the visitor to visualize and explore the collection as a narrative of objects arranged in a specific sequence or theme. Rather than offering fixed, curatorially defined views of the collection, such “virtual museums” have the potential to offer visitors the ability to follow their own interests and perspectives on the works [Davis 1994; Hooper-Greenhill 1994]. Existing research has examined how systems can offer the means to explore and diverge within a cultural collection via the use of algorithmically derived recommendations [Toms and McCay-Peet 2009; McCay-Peet and Toms 2011; McCay-Peet and Toms 2013] while studies based on the information seeking needs of users have suggested the notion of the pathway as means of structuring content and affording creative exploration within cultural heritage collections [Goodele et al. 2012; Hall et al. 2012].

A common theme within visualization research centers around the idea of spatial, exploratory navigation – a concept that was first posited by O’Day and Jeffries [1993] in the way library professionals use multiple, interconnected searches to explore topics in an undirected fashion. This closely ties with the commonly associated information seeking notion of exploratory search that recognizes discovery, learning and serendipity as a significant part of the search process [Marchionini 2006]. Similarly, the ‘information landscape’ metaphor is a concept that’s used to describe the spatial navigation of digital spaces [Murray 2012], creative and curious information seeking based on the notion of the city flaneur [Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson 2011] and as a visual representation for 3-dimensional interactive visualizations [Andrews, Pichler, and Wolf 1996] as applied to cultural heritage content [Emanuele Ruffaldi et al. 2008]. In the same way, Formal Concept Analysis can be used a means of linking objects and creating structured knowledge hierarchies – ‘landscapes of knowledge’ [Rudolph Wille 1999; Jon Ducrou 2007] that can be traversed and explored by the end user. Further, the application of data science and media visualization techniques to cultural heritage collections makes it possible to view familiar materials, objects and archival data in new ways [L. Manovich 2012] – it allows the ability to “think with data”, as we can use its techniques to define and explore a feature space [Lev Manovich 2015].

In our work, we argue that Formal Concept Analysis allows for this kind of “thinking” as it is heavily based on the philosophical logic of human thought [R Wille 2005]. The technique formalizes the way we perceive data through the
construction of concepts – individual units of thought – and their relationship to one another. We argue that such relationships can be visualized in a meaningful way, allowing users to interactively explore and drive their own narrative through a cultural heritage collection.

Formal Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis was developed in the early 1980s as a mathematization of the human cognitive constructs of concepts and concept hierarchies (Rudolph Wille 1999). As an unsupervised clustering mechanism, the technique is commonly used as a means of data analysis, knowledge representation and visualization (Godin, Pichet, and Gecsei 1989; Carpineto and Romano 2004). In our work with cultural heritage collections, we also use it as a means of creating a structure that can be navigated or explored by an end user. Although this section presents the mathematical foundations of Formal Concept Analysis and their relevance to data science and digital art history, readers can consult Davey and Priestly (2002) for a gentle introduction to Formal Concept Analysis, Capineto & Romano (2004) for a more depth analysis for the computer science audience and Wille & Ganter (1999) for complete coverage of the mathematical foundations and principles.

Formal Concept Analysis is based on the philosophy of human thought and communication. Beginning with an understanding of its cognitive constructs, concepts can be understood as basic units of thought created by observations of existing phenomena “formed in dynamic processes within social and cultural environments” (R Wille 2005, 2). According to its definition (Wille and Ganter 1999), a concept consists of a set of objects as its extension, and all attributes, properties and meanings that apply to those objects as its intension. As an example, if one considers the descriptor of “abstract paintings with geometric patterns” (its intension) and the actual 7 paintings that fit that description (its extension), then a concept is defined as the simultaneous instantiation of that intension and extension – i.e., the qualities of those paintings as attributes (or formal attributes) and the actual paintings as objects (or formal objects) defined by those attributes.

In Formal Concept Analysis, concepts are mathematized as formal concepts defined as a pair \((A, B)\) with a set of objects \(A\) (its extension) and a set of attributes \(B\) that describe those objects (its intension). In context of a museum collection, a formal concept \((A, B)\) can be used to circumscribe a set of objects that possess attributes or meta-data. For example, the following is a formal concept \((A, B)\) that describes a set of works from the University of Wollongong Art Collection:

\[
A = \{ \text{Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat, Port Kembla Landscape} \}
\]
\[
B = \{ \text{abstract, painting} \}
\]

Formal Concept Analysis typically works within a formal context that contains a fixed set of objects or attributes that is used to define the scope of analysis. When working with cultural heritage data, the formal context could contain the entire data-set or a subset of those objects, such as a group of objects belonging to a particular artist, medium or time period. A formal context \(\mathcal{C} = (G, M, I)\) is a triple where \(G\) is a set of formal objects, \(M\) is a set of attributes and \(I\) is an incidence relation between the objects and the attributes. \(I \subseteq G \times M\) is a binary relation where \((g, m) \in I\) is read “object \(g\) has attribute \(m\)“ and is often written as \(g \in M\). A formal context can be represented as a cross-table where the rows represent \(G\), the columns represent \(M\) and the incidence relation is represented by a series of crosses.

An example of a formal context is shown in Table 1: the object set \(G\) contains the 6 artworks from the University of Wollongong Art Collection, the attribute set \(M\) contains attributes of those artworks that indicate their type,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Painting</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Coarse Brush Strokes</th>
<th>Geometric Patterns</th>
<th>Print</th>
<th>Sculpture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waiting, Port Kembla</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush Rocks After the Rain</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Kembla Landscape</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Jug</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway to Mt. Keira</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Boat</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
medium and characteristics, and a ‘×’ at the intersection of object-row / attribute-column indicates that the object possesses the attribute.

In Formal Concept Analysis, the process of deriving formal concepts begins by clustering related sets of objects based on their common attributes. This is done through the use of derivation operators. The derivation operator \( A' \) as applied to a set of objects \( A \) is used to retrieve all attributes of a given object, whereas the derivation operator \( B' \) as applied to a set of attributes \( B \) is used to retrieve all objects of a given attribute. For example, in the above formal context shown in Table 1, if

\[
A = \{ \text{Bush Rocks After the Rain} \}
\]

then

\[
A' = \{ \text{painting, abstract, coarse brush strokes} \}
\]

dually, if

\[
B = \{ \text{coarse brush strokes} \}
\]

then

\[
B' = \{ \text{Waiting, Port Kembla, Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat} \}
\]

A formal concept can be computed by taking an attribute and collecting all objects that describe it, and then again collecting all common attributes shared by those objects. For example, starting with the attribute set \( B \), the set of objects \( B' \) is \( \{ \text{Waiting, Port Kembla, Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat} \} \). The set of all attributes common to those artworks as defined by \( B' \) is \( \{ \text{coarse brush stroke, painting} \} \) and together these two sets represent the following formal concept, which can be described in natural language as "paintings with coarse brush strokes":

\[
\text{\{ Waiting, Port Kembla, Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat \},}
\text{\{ coarse brush stroke, painting \}}
\]

The process can also work with objects: a formal concept can also be computed by taking an object \( A \) or a set of objects and collecting all attributes that describe it, and then again collecting all common objects shared by those attributes. Formally, a formal concept of formal context if:

\[
A \subseteq G, B \subseteq M, A' = B, \text{ and } B' = A.
\]

The set \( A \) is called the extent and \( B \) the intent of the formal concept \( (A, B) \). Given this definition, \( A' \) represents the intent of the concept \( (A, B) \) written as \( (A, A') \). Furthermore, \( A' \) is the smallest extent containing \( A \). Consequently, \( A \subseteq G \) is an extent if \( A' = A \). Similarly, \( B \subseteq M \) is an intent if \( B' = B \). Within the formal context, a formal concept represents a maximal rectangle and the set of all formal concepts of \( (G, M) \) is \( P \{G, M, I\} \) or \( B(K) \).

The set of all formal concepts derived from Table 1, and rendered as a concept lattice in Figure 1, is shown as follows:

1. \( \{ \text{all objects} \} \), \{ \text{} \}
2. \( \{ \text{Waiting, Port Kembla, Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat, Port Kembla Landscape} \}, \{ \text{painting} \} \)
3. \( \{ \text{Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat, Port Kembla Landscape, Large Jug, Gateway to Mt. Keira} \}, \{ \text{abstract} \} \)
4. \( \{ \text{Waiting, Port Kembla, Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat} \}, \{ \text{painting, coarse brush strokes} \} \)
5. \( \{ \text{Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat, Port Kembla Landscape} \}, \{ \text{painting, abstract} \} \)
6. \( \{ \text{Port Kembla Landscape, Large Jug, Gateway to Mt. Keira} \}, \{ \text{abstract, geometric patterns} \} \)
7. \( \{ \text{Bush Rocks After the Rain, Solar Boat} \}, \{ \text{painting, abstract, coarse brush strokes} \} \)
8. \( \{ \text{Solar Boat, Port Kembla Landscape} \}, \{ \text{painting, abstract, geometric patterns} \} \)
9. \( \{ \text{Large Jug} \}, \{ \text{abstract, geometric patterns, print} \} \)
10. \( \{ \text{Gateway to Mt. Keira} \}, \{ \text{abstract, geometric patterns, sculpture} \} \)
11. \( \{ \text{Solar Boat} \}, \{ \text{painting, abstract, coarse brush strokes, geometric prints} \} \)
12. \( \{ \}, \{ \text{all attributes} \} \)

Through the process of generating formal concepts, one can already gain insights about the collection as objects that share the same features are clustered. For example, entry #8 indicates that artworks with 'Solar Boat' and 'Port Kembla Landscape' are similar because they are both abstract paintings with geometric patterns. In entry #9, the artwork that has coarse brush strokes is also co-associated with the attribute 'painting'. These two entries provide different views, or different ways one would "think" about the collection of artworks. In addition, concepts can also be "more broad" or "more specific" than one another – this is described via the subconcept-superconcept relation.

The subconcept-superconcept relation is defined by the following:

\[
(A_1, B_1) \leq (A_2, B_2) \iff A_1 \subseteq A_2 \land B_2 \subseteq B_1
\]

As above, \( (A_1, B_1) \) is called a subconcept of \( (A_2, B_2) \) and conversely, \( (A_2, B_2) \) is a superconcept of \( (A_1, B_1) \). Subconcepts are said to less general \( \leq \) than their superconcepts and the superconcepts more general \( \geq \) than their subconcepts. For the set of concepts \( B(K) \) there is always a greatest subconcept and a smallest superconcept. \( B(K) \) together with the order relation \( \leq \) forms a complete lattice \$1 \leq BB(\backslash KK)\$. \$1 \leq BB(\backslash KK)\$ is called the concept lattice of \( K \).
The concept lattice line diagram provides a visual representation of the concepts and their concept hierarchies. In Figure 1 for example, one can for example see a clear difference between the geometric, print and sculptural works clustered to the right-hand side of the diagram and the work titled ‘Waiting, Port Kembla’ to the left, which is distinctively different as it is a painting that has coarse brush strokes. We can also infer that the works title ‘Large Jug’ and ‘Gateway to Mt. Keira’ are similar by virtue of their proximity on the diagram and the fact that they both abstract works with geometric patterns. The construction of concept lattices allows the ability to construct categories, hierarchies and infer implicit relationships between objects, even though such relationships are not explicitly specified. Rather than work with externally defined boundaries and categories, Formal Concept Analysis examines the commonalities and differences between objects within a collection and draws implicit associations between such. It also creates a structure, an “information landscape” of categories and concepts (Rudolph Wille 1999) based on cultural heritage content (E. Ruffaldi et al. 2008) that can be driven by the visitor’s own interaction and exploration of the content. The following sections demonstrate data visualization systems and prototypes that afford this kind of pathway and narrative-based exploration within cultural heritage collections.

Figure 1. A concept lattice that describes artworks and their attributes as derived from the formal context in Table 1.

Navigating Images Using Formal Concept Analysis

Image collections exist in many forms: from collections of digital photographs to large-scale collections of museum archives. Irrespective of the type of collection, an established method for browsing images is to display them as thumbnails (Samadani, Lim, and Tretter 2007; Lev Manovich 2011). Thumbnails are usually displayed in a fixed, grid layout. They are a useful means of displaying and aggregating visual-based media as the image itself is considered to be a key component of visualization (L. Manovich 2012).

Early experiments examined how Formal Concept Analysis can not only provide a means of data analysis and visualization, but also provide a way of navigating and exploring image and document collections. The first experiments with concept-lattice based navigation began with email document browsing (Cole, Eklund, and Stumme 2003) that were subsequently applied to images & DVDs covers (J Ducrou 2007). ImageSleuth, shown in Figure 2, was developed as a way navigating collections of annotated images and for content-based retrieval using Formal Concept Analysis, as it combines the data science and unsupervised clustering mechanisms of the technique with the visual
Figure 2. A screenshot of ImageSleuth and the lattice representation of the corresponding neighborhood showing its main navigation functions. Users can narrow or broaden their view on the collection by including or removing attributes from their current view or select the facets of their search via the use of perspectives so that users can navigate by color, function or price (or any combination thereof).

Figure 3. A concept lattice that describes artworks and their attributes as derived from the formal context in Table 1, demonstrating step-wise traversal of neighboring concepts.
affordances of thumbnail displays and image mosaics (L. Manovich 2012). As it is the first program to depart from the use of the concept lattice line diagram (Figure 1) to visualize an information space (J Ducrou, Vormbrock, and Eklund 2006), the program demonstrated a number of interactions that supported the information activities of overview, orientation and step-wise navigation of a collection.

The original prototype of ImageSleuth was built using a data-set from the popular computer game "The Sims 2". It features the ability to explore 412 objects of household furniture and fittings as described by 120 attributes which include in-game properties, suggestions for use and automatically extracted color information. As shown in the bottom half of Figure 2, a user would 'step through' the constructed concept lattice of 7,516 concepts by restricting or broadening their view on the collection and thus 'move' through the information space. For example, in the top half of Figure 2, the program provides a thumbnail view of all objects that are colored copper, grey, olive and tan. At this point, a user could either narrow their focus on the collection and view a subset of these objects by 'including' more attributes at the bottom of the screen or broaden their view on the collection and explore related, but less specific objects by 'removing' attributes as displayed at the top of the screen. This process of 'including' and 'removing' represents a step-wise traversal through the information space generated by the concept lattice.

Figure 3 demonstrates how this step-wise traversal allows the ability to explore related and orthogonal concepts within a concept lattice. In this example, a user may initially start at concept (A, B) which represents all abstract paintings. The user may then "move down" within the lattice to concept (E, F) by including the attribute 'coarse brush strokes', taking them to the more specific concept of 'abstract paintings with coarse brush strokes'. Finally, the user would again 'move up' to the broader concept (C, D) by excluding the attribute 'abstract', ending at the final concept of 'paintings with coarse brush strokes'. Throughout the process, the user encounters works titled 'Bush Rocks After the Rain' and 'Waiting, Port Kembla', given that both of these works share similar features. Each step through the concept lattice takes the user at a slightly different point within the information space, allowing them to walk a pathway through a conceptual map of the collection.

ImageSleuth also introduced a number of different features that supported more conventional kinds of information seeking activities, such as faceted and similarity-based search (J Ducrou, Vormbrock, and Eklund 2006; Jon Ducrou 2007). Users could select 'perspectives' (shown on the left in Figure 2) that allowed them to define how they wanted to explore the collection by restricting and combining subsets of attributes within the formal
context. For example, by selecting the ‘Simplecolours’ perspective, a user could navigate the generated hierarchy of concepts based only on their color, or they could combine this with the ‘Function’ and ‘Price’ perspectives if they also wanted to explore those facets of the information space. The application also offered a search functionality, so that it can return a set of matching formal concepts based on keywords – for instance, the keywords ‘red’ and ‘lounge’ returned concepts that clustered “all red lounges”, and a query-by-example feature returned matching formal concepts based on their similarity to a single object. The system also offered a concept similarity measure (Saquer and Deogun 2001), so that it could take a given single concept such as “electronics used to support study” and provide a list of order-ranked concepts that are similar to those group of objects, matching the concepts “electronics used to support study in the bedroom and living room”, “appliances” and “electronics” (Figure 4).

Navigating Ethnographic Collections using The Virtual Museum of the Pacific

The Virtual Museum of the Pacific was an interactive visualization (Eklund et al. 2012) that was developed to provide access to 427 ethnographic objects from the Australian Museum’s cultural collections. It provided access to high resolution imagery and accompanying interpretive texts of ethnographic objects originating from the Papua New Guinea and Pacific Island nations. The visualization was to develop to assess how it can support exploratory, non-hierarchical and pathway-based navigation of an ethnographic cultural collection.

The Virtual Museum of the Pacific (Figure 5) is based on the design of ImageSleuth, and inherited many of its features – namely, the ability to navigate a pathway through a collection based on a traversal of related concepts that are formed based on a museological view of cultural heritage. It also supported a tagging interface that allowed creator communities to add their own tags to the collection and therefore not only influence the content and interpretation of the objects, but also the way that they are related to one another via the mechanisms of Formal Concept Analysis.

A significant factor that informed the design and presentation of Pacific material culture within the Virtual Museum of the Pacific was based on the process of selecting objects. Working with the Australian Museum, a project anthropologist was commissioned to select 427 objects from the museum’s collection of approximately 60,000 Pacific objects. Objects were selected with similar and overlapping qualities, so that the Virtual Museum of the Pacific could convey new and serendipitous connections via its conceptual-based browsing paradigm. This was done by selecting multiple types of objects from different categories [body accessories, ceremonial objects, ornaments etc.] without restricting each category to objects from a particular provenance, or to objects made with a particular material. This ensured that the Virtual Museum of the Pacific could represent a diverse cross-section of Pacific material culture while also providing opportunities for exploration by linking objects across multiple facets and dimensions.

Two user experience evaluations were conducted for the Virtual Museum of the Pacific: one based on 16 staff members from the Australian Museum with backgrounds in collection management and education anthropology and another based on three demographic groups: researchers and librarians, regular users of social media, and participants who identified themselves as Pacific Islander. All participants generally praised the use of prominent visual imagery – a claim supported by prior research (Skov and Ingwersen 2008) – along with the ability to ‘group’ related objects together. However, participants from both groups also commented that the interface was relatively difficult to learn and added an extra layer of complexity – given the high number of navigation options – with many stating that at times they felt ‘lost’ within the collection. While the Virtual Museum of the Pacific provided a browsing interface that showcased many aspects of Pacific culture, this led to the development of future prototypes that aimed to provide a simpler interaction paradigm based on the notion of a pathway.

Navigating Pathways with A Place for Art

A Place for Art is an iPad app that publicly displays 77 paintings, works on paper and Australian First Nation works from the University of Wollongong Art Collection. It allows users to explore the collection by using gesture-based interactions to navigate pathways of conceptually related content. As a case study, it examines how an exploratory visualization with a highly responsive and tactile interface can facilitate discovery and serendipity in a collection of artworks that, for most participants and target users of this app, surround them in the built environment of the university campus environment. The app is also a digital counterpart to an exhibition book – also called ‘A Place for Art’ (Lawson 2012) – that uses the same artworks but exhibits them in a completely non-linear way.

The app’s interaction design departs significantly from that of the Virtual Museum of the Pacific by presenting the works as a visible, sliding horizontal pathway (Figure 6). The pathway is
Figure 5. The Virtual Museum of the Pacific allowed users to explore the ethnographic Pacific collections of the Australian Museum.

Figure 6. The A Place for Art iPad app allows users to explore the collection as pathways of related concepts.
Figure 7. The A Place for Art iPad app allows users to explore the collection as pathways of related concepts.

Figure 8. Salvatore Zafrea, 'Illawarra Flame Tree and Bowerbird': one of the works in the 'A Place for Art' collection.
depicted as a horizontal lateral gallery of images that represent thematic concepts derived from the metadata of the artworks. Users can move back and forth along the pathway by swiping left and right with their finger, or they can tap on an individual work to view a larger image and read its label.

Exploration of the collection is done primarily via similarity-based interaction, so that a visitor can explore related works based on the themes and associations of works that they are interested in. Users can also ‘branch out’ and explore related pathways by double-tapping on a single work – for example, double tapping on the work titled ‘Illawarra Flame Tree and Bowerbird’ (Figure 8) would branch the user to another pathway of related works to that artwork, such as ‘intricate prints that depict animal imagery and nature’, ‘works that depict animal imagery and have red tones’, etc. The app employs the use of visual overlays to convey the sense that they are manipulating the pathway structure visually (Figure 7), with the intention that the user can directly manipulate the pathway structure and therefore drive their own narrative and exploration throughout the collection.

Each pathway within the app represents a single formal concept with its objects represented by the artworks and its attributes represented by its title. The app employs the use of natural language processing and expression so that formal concepts are represented as statements rather than attribute sets – for instance, a user could be viewing a set of objects with attributes ‘painting’ and ‘the Illawarra’ expressed as “paintings that depict the Illawarra”, and then explore the related concept “other works that depict social critique and the Illawarra”, containing the related attribute set ‘social critique’ and ‘the Illawarra’.

The app uses concept similarity (Saquer and Deogun 2001) to highlight the relationships between objects within the collection. Referring to the example of the print work ‘Illawarra Flame Tree and Bowerbird’ (Figure 8) which is, according to the natural language description of its object concept, “an intricate and vibrant print that depicts animal imagery, the Illawarra and nature and has red and blue tones”, we can observe the multiplicity of contexts that this object can be interpreted in and determine which concepts are ‘most similar’ to the artwork (shown in Table 2). A user navigating from this work can explore another pathway of related works in any number of contexts, depending on the set of works that they have already viewed within the collection.

The app underwent a user experience evaluation that was conducted with 24 participants under the age of 35 who had an interest in visiting museums and art galleries. While participants praised the aesthetics, visual design and ‘sense of flow’ conveyed by the app’s interaction, along with ‘categoryless’ nature of presentation, participants noted that the app also needed to convey a sense of overview of the collection and provide more conventional navigation options, such as the ability to view a list of artists or browse by medium – a finding supported by related research in the field of interactive visualizations for cultural heritage collections (Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson 2012; Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson 2011; Whitelaw 2015). In designing A Place for Art, we determine how users can interact with narrative path-based exploration of a digital cultural heritage collection, and how the approach applies to a collection of print works, paintings and sculptures that are distributed on university-wide campus environment.

### Scalability of Approach with the Brooklyn Museum Collection

The ImageSleuth, Virtual Museum of the Pacific and A Place for Art case studies experimented with relatively small
collections containing no more than 500 objects. However, online museum collections often showcase tens-of-thousands or even hundreds-of-thousands of objects. Therefore, it is important to assess the scalability of the Formal Concept Analysis algorithms with respect to much larger data-sets. To explore this issue, we assessed the browsing framework’s performance on 15,000 objects from the Brooklyn Museum’s online collections.

Traditional visualization approaches for Formal Concept Analysis rely on computing and displaying the complete concept lattice, as shown in Figure 1. For relatively small data-sets covering dozens of objects and attributes, this approach is an effective and sufficient means of conveying the connections among objects within an information space. However for larger data-sets approaching hundreds of objects, this approach becomes problematic as the number of formal concepts generated (and hence the complexity of the displayed concept lattice) is quadratic with respect to the number of objects (Carpineto and Romano 2004). This poses obvious scalability and complexity issues for larger formal contexts such as those generated from museum collections.

ImageSleuth, The Virtual Museum of the Pacific and A Place for Art uses the NearestNeighbours algorithm to implement the conceptual neighborhood approach (Eklund, Ducrou, and Brawn 2004) that computes a partial view of the concept lattice in the form of a single formal concept and its immediate neighbors. This approach overcomes the scalability limitations of computing a complete concept lattice. In these applications the conceptual neighborhoods are computed dynamically at query-time, so that any changes to the underlying formal context are immediately reflected in its underlying concept lattice. This allows the collection and the relationships among the objects to dynamically respond to user tagging and other changes. However, we find that this approach does not scale for the 15,000 objects from the Brooklyn Museum’s data-set. To overcome this limitation, we have implemented a system that pre-computes and caches the conceptual neighborhoods of all possible formal concepts from the collection of 15,000 objects, and then employs a fast incremental algorithm that updates a set of formal concepts without the need to compute a complete lattice (Outrata 2013). When new objects are added to the collection, we update the cache of conceptual neighborhoods as a background process, allowing the system to scale to a much larger collection of objects.

Conclusion and Summary

During the last 10 years our team has worked on case studies that examine how Formal Concept Analysis could be used to analyze, visualize and browse digital art collections. Our research contributes to the design and implementation of a story-telling based view of the collection within visualization systems – views that combine the traditional presentation of cultural heritage objects in the form of ‘exhibitions’ combined with the flexibility of allowing visitors to choose their own narrated path through the collection. The motivation of this approach was based on the idea that, by being able to visualize and browse a collection based on a method that is rooted heavily in the philosophical logic of human thought, one could meaningfully gain insights about the connections that objects have with one another. Our work has examined how Formal Concept Analysis could be used to support the exploration of image-based collections; how it could be used to provide a means of linking objects together within a museum; and how it could be used to show the subjective relationships between works of art. We assess the scalability of our approach to a large museum data-set. Our results demonstrate that Formal Concept Analysis can be used as a data science technique in digital art collections - one that aims to draw the implicit relationships between objects, artworks and their features.

NOTES
1 https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/rijksstudio
2 https://www.artsy.net/
3 https://www.flickr.com/commons
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